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Maker Memories is an
exciting new community
project set up by Maker
with Rame CIC, supported by
the box, plymouth
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Maker Memories community project aims to capture the
rich and diverse heritage of Maker Camp on the Rame
Peninsula. The project is being led by volunteers from
Maker with Rame Community Interest Company in partnership
with The Box, Plymouth.
The project is collecting and documenting the social history of
Maker Camp, which has undergone a number of uses over the
past 200 years. The primary focus of the project is to capture
the many and varied stories of Maker, that exist in living memory.
These include stories of attending Maker Camp as a child for a
school holiday, a scheme originally set up by Nancy Astor
and the Virginia House Settlement in the 1920s for
‘deprived city children’ and continued through to the early 1980s.
This resulted in thousands of children (mainly from Plymouth)
having their first and sometimes only childhood holiday at Maker.
More recent history includes the stories of hundreds of
musicians who have played at the venue, thousands of
festival-goers (with an annual music festival starting in 1999)
and large numbers of artists who have had studios at the camp.
The camp has also hosted thousands of holidaymakers
through its use as a campsite. Maker Camp holds many special
memories for its visitors, not least for the scores of people who
have used the camp as the venue for their wedding.

MAKER
MEMORIES
Did you attend Maker as a child?
Did you sleep in the Barrack Block or Nissan Huts?
Do you remember going swimming at the beach?
Or how about visiting Maker Church graveyard?
Have you watched live music at one of the Maker Sessions?
Or attended Maker Festival?
Would you like to share your memories?
If so, we would love to hear from you...........
Find out how you can get involved or about Maker
Memories events by visiting our website or through our
social media channels.
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To find out more about the Maker Memories, please visit

www.makermemories.org

www.facebook.com/lovemakermemories

www.flickr.com/photos/makermemories

www.youtube.com search for makermemories

www.twitter.com/MakerMemories1

www.instagram.com/makermemories

info@makermemories.org

The project is supported by

